
Nepal Scenic-Cultural Tour

Free cancellation up to 1 day(s) prior departure, after which the tour cancellation policy applies.

Activities:
Multi Sport

Travel Style: Luxury
Guiding Type: Partially Guided
Activities:

English
Spanish
Hindi
Sakha

Tour Vibe: Active
Guiding Type: Partially Guided
Recommended For:

Couple
Family/Kids
For Art Lovers
LGBTQ
Senior
Solo
Women
Wheelchair Accessible
Youth

Country:
Asia
Nepal

Routes:
Kathmandu
Kathmandu

Pickup: Trivhuban International Airport Kathmandu;
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  From:8:36 AM
  To:8:36 AM

Drop-off: Trivhuban International Airport Kathmandu;

  From:8:38 AM
  To:10:38 AM

Age Range: 1 - 85 (Years Old)
Tour Highlights:

A marvellous trip to see more of Nepal’s scenic and historical sites from the high 

Hills of Nagarkot and beautiful Pokhara are located on laps of massive 

Annapurna Himalaya and then the tour of famous 

Buddhist sites of Lumbini the birthplace of Lord Buddha and The Light of Asia.

Tour Introduction: 

Nepal Scenic – Cultural tour leads you far and wide across the country with
mesmerizing and enjoyable times from a day to a few days or more to a week with
an ever-exciting sightseeing tour around the best areas of Nepal.

Nepal is a fantastic place enriched with culture and historical and religious
monuments where most of the ancient temples, stupas, and monasteries with old
palaces are listed in World Heritage Sites.

The Nepal Scenic Cultural tour begins right from the moment you reach
Kathmandu where a sightseeing tour leads you to its ancient glorious historical
places around the attractive Old Durbar Square (Palace and Royal Courtyard)
visiting temples and religious monuments of great interest.

The tour extends by visiting Old Swayambhunath Stu-pa the landmark of Nepal’s
old Buddhist sites with Bouddhanath's large stupa facing the all-seeing eyes of
Lord Buddha and visiting the holy Hindu temple of Pashupatinath.

Kathmandu and its adjoining cities are full of delights around Patan / Lalitpur and
Bhaktapur to observe ancient culture and customs that still exist for the past
hundreds of centuries.

A marvellous trip to see more of Nepal’s scenic and historical sites from the high
Hills of Nagarkot and beautiful Pokhara located on laps of massive Annapurna
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Himalaya and then the tour of famous Buddhist sites of Lumbini the birthplace of
Lord Buddha and The Light of Asia.

Expert guides lead all our tours in the comfort of nice vehicles to show you the
wonders of Nepal’s scenic and cultural tour.

Itinerary:
Day 1: Nagarkot Hill
  A famous and popular hill within the outskirt of Kathmandu valley. A drive of a few
hours from Kathmandu will take you to Nagarkot. You can aslo combine Nagarkot with
Bhaktapur city and Changu-Narayan Tour. Nagarkot is one of the major attractions of the
Beyond Kathmandu Valley Tour and is not recommended to exclude from the tour.
Nagarkot stands at 2,100 m high and offers stunning sunrise views over the chain of
Himalayan peaks. The Himalayan peaks include Manaslu-Ganesh Himal in the North
West with central north views of Langtang and Jugal Himal. Dorji-Lakpa and
Gaurishankar appear towards the Everest range in the east. Nagarkot besides fabulous
views of sunrise and mountains also offers cultural attractions. One can take a hike for a
day to get a glimpse of Nepalese rural farm life which will be interesting in the harmony
of cool mountain fresh air and its nice alpine woodland surrounding.

Day 2: Dhulikhel Hilltown 
  Dhulikhel is famous for its glorious views of the sunrise over the chain of mountains
extending all the way from Manaslu in the West to Mt. Everest on the East horizon. The
Dhulikhel countryside is great for hikes and short walks, this scenic spot withstands at
above 1,440 meters, with various nice excellent hotels and resorts to stay overlooking
grand views of mountains and surrounding landscapes. Dhulikhel is a town with 500
years old history a Newari town the indigenous tribe of Kathmandu valley worships both
Hindu and Buddhism religions. The major places of worship here are Narayan and
Harisiddhi temples decorated with profuse wood carvings. The Bhagawati temple situated
on top dominates the skyline facing the grand vista of the town and surrounding area,
with many vantage points in Dhulikhel which offer a panorama of the Himalayas that will
leave you spellbound. While at Dhulikhel visit the great holy Buddhist spot of
Namobuddha.

Day 3: Namo-Buddha
  One of the unsurpassed supreme sacred sites known as the Three Stupas in Nepal is
TagmoLüjin. Namobudha is a holy site where the perfect and supreme Buddha-at that
time still on the path of learning-offered his own body without regret to a tigress suffering
from great hunger. What follows is the history of this supreme and distinguished sacred
site. The location is unmistakably based on the clear identification given in the Sutra
Requested by the Tigress and so forth.

Day 4: Kathmandu Durbar Square
  Durbar Square teems with active life visiting uncountable monuments including the
House of Living Goddess (Kumari Ghar) and the ferocious Kal Bhairab, a red monkey
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god. The buildings are of great importance as they have standstill since the Malla regime.
The visit leads around the Square to witness round temple pagoda architecture and the
temple of Goddess Taleju with an image of Shiva and Parvati sitting together among the
many monuments. Kathmandu Durbar Square is full of life and the most important places
to visit include historical museums of different Shah Kings.

Day 5: Hanuman Dhoka
  Hanuman Dhoka falls to the historic regime of past royals, especially to the Malla
dynasty. The old Royal Palace is dedicated to the Malla monarch and is also classified as
a World Heritage Site. The old-aged temples and palaces epitomize the religious and
cultural lifestyle of the people. The interesting things to view include Taleju Temple built
by the late King Mahindra Malla in 1549 A.D. Similarly, you can also observe Great Bell
and Big Drums. The main golden gate guarded by Monkey-God is called Hanuman, a
faithful devotee of Lord Ram Chandra-the Hero of the Epic “Ramayana.” Temple of
Kumari The Temple a holy quadrangle with a Buddhist stupa with residential quarters of
the Chaste Virgin Living Goddess called KUMARI, a traditional building with carved
wooden balconies and window screens. Kastha Mandap Located near the Temple of
Kumari, a unique wooden temple also known as Maru Satal, built-in 1596 A.D. by King
Laxmi Narsingh Malla. It is believed that Kathmandu comes from a very ‘Kastha
Mandap.’ Today it housed the Hindu God namely Gorakh-Nath. Pashupatinath Temple A
pagoda Hindu temple with gilt roofs, carved with silver doors dedicated to Lord Shiva,
situated at the bank of the holy Bagmati River. Regarded as the most sacred temple of all
Hindu religions, Pashupatinath Temple is the nerve centre of pilgrimage on the day of
‘Shiva-Ratri’. ( Birth anniversary of Lord Shiva). It is often said that a Kathmandu City
Tour is incomplete without visiting Pashupatinath Temple. Swayambhunath Stupa One of
the oldest Buddhist sites more than 25 centuries old and stands as one of the world’s
oldest Buddhist Chaityas. The Great Stupa of Swayambhunath the wonder and landmark
of Nepal are listed World Heritage Site, painted on the four-sided spiral all-seeing eyes of
Lord Buddha, keeping an eternal watch on the Valley distinguishing between vice and
virtue. Boudha is regarded as a must-visit for Buddhists during the Kathmandu city tour.
Swayambhunath Stupa is located to the west of Kathmandu City across a place on a
hillock, about 500 feet above the level of the Valley floor. The whole hill is a mosaic of
small Chaitya and pagoda temples possessing great five Mahajan (Lamaism) and one
Hinyan (Therapist). Bouddhanath Stupa Bouddhanath Stupa stands as the largest
Buddhist shrine in South Asia. This ancient colossal is built in 6th Century A.D. by King
Man Deb. Bouddhanath commonly known as ‘Bouddha’, rests on a series of three
terraces with a bird’s eye view and relevant shapes of a lotus flower. It is a very holy
flower for all Buddhists the Stupa is surrounded by a circular market, which forms like a
small Tibet. The four pairs of Lord Buddha’s eyes give a vivid flash around four cardinal
directions, the Stupa embraces the authentic philosophy of the Mahayana Buddhism faith
known as Lamaism in Sikkim, Ladakh, Bhutan, and Tibet. A visit to all these places
concludes our Kathmandu City Tour. The package can be customized according to your
requirements.

WHAT’S INCLUDED 
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Location Nights Type Property
Name

Rating Occupancy

Lagimpart 1 Hotel Hotel Shanker 4 Shared

Flights
  

No Flight

Pickup & Drop-Off

Nepal besides trekking, mountaineering, and rafting adventures offers a wide
range of historical-scenic cultural places. You can spend more than two days or a
week’s time frame experiencing our wide range of Nepal Historical and Cultural
Tours.

Nepal Historical and Cultural Tour includes the scenic city of Pokhara to Bandipur
Tour and extends to holy Buddhist places around Nepal Far South West visit of
Lord Buddha's birthplace and historical and religious sites.

Nepal Historical and Cultural Tour ranges from a minimum of 2 days to a maximum
of 4 days. The tour can be done via land transport or short air flights to Pokhara
one of the most beautiful places.

Guide
  

1. English-speaking guide 

Meals

Meat
Vegetarian

Welcome dinner on your arrival day and hotel breakfast 

Transport

Jeep & 4WD

provided in a private Car/Jeep/Haice/Coster/Landcruiser/Suv.

Extra Services
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WHAT’S EXCLUDED

Insurance
Other Excluded:

international Airfare.

Lunch and Dinner.

Visa Charges($30 for the 15 days, $50 for the one month).

Your travel and medical insurance.

Personal Expenses such as shopping, bar bills, hot shower, telephone, laundry, tit-bits, etc.

Extra accommodation.

Tip to our staff ( is not mandatory ) as for appreciation at the end of the trip.
 

 

 

Covid Safety 

Dobble doze vaccination Card covid-19

Tour Cancellation Policy 

Free cancellation up to 1 day(s) prior departure, Or traveler will pay 20 % of the tour amount

no refund 

Good To Know 
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FAQs 
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